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PAPER
Wireless Multi-view Video Streaming with Subcarrier Allocation

Takuya FUJIHASHI†a), Shiho KODERA††b), Nonmembers, Shunsuke SARUWATARI††c),
and Takashi WATANABE†d), Members

SUMMARY When an access point transmits multi-view video over a
wireless network with subcarriers, bit errors occur in the low quality sub-
carriers. The errors cause a significant degradation of video quality. The
present paper proposes Significance based Multi-view Video Streaming
with Subcarrier Allocation (SMVS/SA) for the maintenance of high video
quality. SMVS/SA transmits a significant video frame over a high quality
subcarrier to minimize the effect of the errors. SMVS/SA has two contribu-
tions. The first contribution is subcarrier-gain based multi-view rate distor-
tion to predict each frame’s significance based on the quality of subcarriers.
The second contribution is heuristic algorithms to decide the sub-optimal
allocation between video frames and subcarriers. The heuristic algorithms
exploit the feature of multi-view video coding, which is a video frame is
encoded using the previous time or camera video frame, and decides the
sub-optimal allocation with low computation. To evaluate the performance
of SMVS/SA in a real wireless network, we measure the quality of sub-
carriers using a software radio. Evaluations using MERL’s benchmark
test sequences and the measured subcarrier quality reveal that SMVS/SA
achieves low traffic and communication delay with a slight degradation of
video quality. For example, SMVS/SA improves video quality by up to
2.7 [dB] compared to the multi-view video transmission scheme without
subcarrier allocation.
key words: Multi-view Video, Subcarrier Allocation

1. Introduction

With the progress of wireless and video coding technology
for multi-view video, the demand of watching 3D video on
wireless devices increases [1, 2]. To watch 3D video on the
wireless devices, a video encoder transmits video frames of
multiple cameras to a user node over wireless networks. The
user node creates 3D video using the received video frames
and view synthesis techniques, such as depth image-based
rendering (DIBR) [3] and 3D warping [4]. To stream 3D
video over wireless networks efficiently, the wireless and
multi-view video coding techniques have been studied inde-
pendently. The typical studies of multi-view video coding
are Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) [5], Interactive Multi-
view Video Streaming (IMVS) [6,7], User dependent Multi-
view video Streaming (UMS) [8], and UMS for Multi-user
(UMSM) [9]. These studies focus on the reduction of video
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traffic by exploiting the correlation of time and inter-camera
domain of video frames.

In view of wireless networks, Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [10] is used in modern wire-
less technology (802.11, WiMax, Digital TV, etc.). OFDM
decomposes a wideband channel into a set of mutually or-
thogonal subcarriers. A sender transmits multiple signals si-
multaneously at different subcarriers over a single transmis-
sion path. On the other hand, the channel gains across these
subcarriers are usually different, sometimes by as much as
20 [dB] [11]. The low channel gains induce high error rate
at a receiver.

When a video encoder simply transmits multi-view
video over a wireless network by OFDM, bit errors occur in
video transmission of low channel gain subcarriers. If these
errors occur randomly in all video frames, video quality at
a user node suddenly degrades [12]. We define this problem
as the multi-view error propagation.

The multi-view error propagation is caused by the fea-
tures of the multi-view video coding techniques. The multi-
view video coding techniques exploit time and inter-camera
domain correlation to reduce redundant information among
video frames. Specifically, the multi-view video coding
techniques first encode a video frame in a camera as a ref-
erence video frame. Next, the coding techniques encode the
subsequent video frame in the same and neighbor cameras
by calculating the difference between the subsequent and the
reference video frame. After the encoding, the coding tech-
niques select the subsequent video frame as the new refer-
ence video frame and encode the rest of subsequent video
frames. If bit errors occur in a reference video frame in a
camera, the user node does not decode the subsequent video
frame correctly. The incorrectly decoded video frame prop-
agates the errors to the subsequent video frames in the same
and neighbor cameras.

To prevent the multi-view error propagation, typical so-
lutions are retransmission [13–15] and Forward Error Cor-
rection (FEC) [16,17]. The retransmission recovers from bit
errors by retransmitting a whole or partial data to the user
node. However, the retransmission increases communica-
tion delay and long communication delay induces low user
satisfaction. The FEC codes help the user node that suffers
low channel gain subcarriers. However, the FEC codes con-
sume data rates available to video packets and degrade video
quality for the user node that does not suffer low channel
gain subcarriers.
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The present paper proposes Significance based
Multi-view Video Streaming with Subcarrier Allocation
(SMVS/SA) for multi-view video streaming over a wireless
network with subcarriers. SMVS/SA achieves the reduction
of communication delay and video traffic while the mainte-
nance of high video quality. The key feature of SMVS/SA
is to transmit significant video frames, which have a great
effect on video quality when bit errors occur in the video
frames, with high channel gain subcarriers. The present
paper makes two contribution. The first contribution is
subcarrier-gain based multi-view rate distortion to predict
the effect of each video frame on video quality when the
video frame is lost. The second contribution is two types of
heuristic algorithms to decide the allocation between video
frames and subcarriers with low computation. The alloca-
tion achieves sub-optimal multi-view rate distortion under
the different subcarrier channel gains. To evaluate the per-
formance of SMVS/SA, we use MATLAB multi-view video
encoder and GNU Radio/Universal Radio Software Plat-
form (USRP) N200 software radio. USRP N200 measures
subcarrier quality of an OFDM link for the MATLAB multi-
view video encoder. Evaluations using the MATLAB video
encoder and MERL’s benchmark test sequences reveal that
SMVS/SA achieves only a slight degradation of video qual-
ity. For example, SMVS/SA maintains video quality by up
to 2.7 [dB] compared to existing approaches.

The remainder of the present paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 presents a summary of related research. We
present the details of SMVS/SA in Section 3. In Section 4,
evaluations are performed to reveal the suppression of com-
munication delay and the maintenance of video quality for
the proposed SMVS/SA. Finally, conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 5.

2. Related Research

This study is related to joint source-channel coding and
multi-view rate distortion based video streaming.

2.1 Joint source-channel coding

There are many studies about joint source-channel coding
for single-view video. The existing studies can be classified
into two types. In the first type, a video encoder calculates
frame/group of picture (GOP)-level distortion based on the
features of networks to predict single-view video quality at a
user node before transmission. [18] defines a model for pre-
dicting the distortion due to bit errors in a video frame. [18]
uses the model for adaptive video encoding and rate control
under time-varying channel conditions. [19–21] propose a
distortion model for single-view video and the model takes
the features of subcarriers into consideration. [22] proposes
a GOP-level distortion model based on the error propagation
behavior of whole-frame losses. [23] takes loss burstiness
into consideration for the GOP-level distortion model.

In the second type, a video encoder allocates video
frames to network resource based on bit-level significance
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Fig. 1 System model of multi-view video streaming over wireless net-
work

of each video frame. Typical studies are SoftCast [24], Par-
Cast [25], and FlexCast [26]. SoftCast [24] exploits DCT
coefficients for significance prediction of each single-view
video frame. SoftCast allocates each DCT coefficient to sub-
carriers based on the significance and channel gains of the
subcarriers. SoftCast transmits the DCT coefficients by ana-
log modulated OFDM symbols. ParCast [25] extends the
SoftCast’s design to MIMO-OFDM. FlexCast [26] focuses
on bit-level significance of each single-view video frame.
FlexCast adds rateless codes to bits based on the significance
to minimize the effect of channel gain differences among
subcarriers.

SMVS/SA follows the same motivation to jointly con-
sider sourced compression and error resilience. SMVS/SA
extends their concepts to multi-view video streaming.
SMVS/SA focuses on GOP-level significance and channel
gain differences among subcarriers to improve 3D video de-
livery quality over wireless networks.

2.2 Multi-view rate distortion based video streaming

Several studies have been proposed for the maintenance of
high 3D video quality. [27] introduces an end-to-end multi-
view rate distortion model for 3D video to achieve optimal
encoder bitrate. [27] only analyzes 3D video with left and
right cameras. [12] proposes the average error rate based
multi-view rate distortion to analyze the distortion with
multiple cameras. [28] proposes network bandwidth based
multi-view rate distortion for bandwidth constrained chan-
nels. The basic concept of the proposed subcarrier-gain
based multi-view rate distortion is based on these studies.
SMVS/SA considers the channel gain differences among
subcarriers for multi-view rate distortion to maintain high
video quality in a real wireless network.

3. Significance based Multi-view Video Streaming with
Subcarrier Allocation (SMVS/SA)

3.1 Overview

There are three requirements for multi-view video stream-
ing over wireless networks: reduction of video traffic, sup-
pression of communication delay, and the maintenance of
high video quality. To satisfy all of the above requirements,
we propose Significance based Multi-view Video Stream-
ing with Subcarrier Allocation (SMVS/SA). The key idea
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of SMVS/SA is to transmit significant video frames, which
have a great effect on video quality, by high channel gain
subcarriers.

Figure 1 shows a system model of SMVS/SA. Several
cameras are assumed to be connected to a video encoder
by wire, and the video encoder is connected to an access
point by wired networks. The access point is connected to
a user node by a wireless network with subcarriers. The
wireless network has different channel gains among the sub-
carriers. The video encoder previously transmits a encoded
multi-view video sequence to the access point. The access
point decodes the received multi-view video and waits for
a request packet from the user node. The user node trans-
mits a request packet to the access point by OFDM. When
the access point receives the request packet, the access point
encodes the multi-view video based on the received request
packet. The access point transmits the encoded multi-view
video to the user node by OFDM.

SMVS/SA consists of request transmission, video en-
coding, significance prediction, heuristic calculation, sort-
ing and video transmission, and video decoding.
(1) Request Transmission: A user node periodically trans-
mits a request packet and channel state information to an ac-
cess point to play back multi-view video continuously. The
details of request transmission are described in Section 3.2.
(2) Video Encoding: When the access point receives the
request packet, the access point encodes a multi-view video
sequence in one Group of Group of Pictures (GGOP) based
on the request packet. GGOP is the group of GOP, which
is the set of video frames and typically consists of eight
frames, for each camera. The details of video encoding are
described in Section 3.3.
(3) Significance Prediction: After video encoding, the ac-
cess point predicts which video frames should be transmit-
ted in high channel gain subcarriers. To predict the signifi-
cance of each video frame, SMVS/SA proposes subcarrier-
gain based multi-view rate distortion. The details of signifi-
cance prediction are described in Section 3.4.
(4) Heuristic Calculation: The disadvantage of the
subcarrier-gain based multi-view rate distortion is high com-
putation complexity. To reduce the computational complex-
ity, SMVS/SA proposes two types of heuristic algorithms:
First and Concentric Allocation. The details of the heuristic
algorithms are described in Section 3.5.
(5) Sorting and Video Transmission: The access point al-
locates video frames to subcarriers based on the predicted
significance. After the allocation, the access point modu-
lates the allocated video frames by OFDM and transmits the
modulated video frames to the user node. The details of
sorting and video transmission are described in Section 3.6.
(6) Video Decoding: When the user node receives the
OFDM modulated video frames, the user node decodes the
video frames by standard H.264/AVC MVC decoder. Af-
ter the video decoding, the user node plays back multi-view
video on display. The details of video decoding are de-
scribed in Section 3.7.

3.2 Request Transmission

A user node transmits a request packet to an access point
when the user begins to watch multi-view video or receives
video frames in one GGOP. Each request packet consists of
two fields: requested camera ID and Channel State Informa-
tion (CSI). The requested camera ID field indicates the set
of cameras which need to create 3D video at the user node.
The requested camera ID field is an array of eight-bit fields.
The CSI field is based on 802.11n Channel State Informa-
tion packet [29]. The CSI describes the channel gain, which
is Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), of RF path between the ac-
cess point and the user node for all subcarriers. The CSI is
reported by the 802.11 Network Interface Card (NIC) in a
format specified by the standard. When the access point re-
ceives the request packet, the access point knows the recent
channel gain of each subcarrier with high accuracy.

3.3 Video Encoding

After the access point received the request packet, the ac-
cess point encodes multi-view video based on the requested
camera ID field in the request packet. Figure 2 shows the
prediction structure of SMVS/SA where the requested cam-
era ID field is {1, 2, 3}.

The access point encodes an anchor frame of an ini-
tial camera in requested cameras into I-frame and the sub-
sequent video frames into P-frames. The initial camera is
camera 1 in Fig. 2. I-frame is a picture that is encoded in-
dependent from other pictures. P-frame encodes only the
differences from an encoded reference video frame and has
lower traffic than I-frame. Specifically, the access point di-
vides a currently coded video frame and the reference video
frame into several blocks. The access point finds the best
matching block between these video frames and calculates
the differences [30]. After encoding the video frames of the
initial camera, the access point encodes video frames of the
other requested cameras.

The anchor frames of the requested cameras are en-
coded into P-frame using an anchor frame at the same time
in the previous camera. The subsequent video frames are
also encoded into P-frames. To encode a subsequent video
frame, the access point selects two encoded video frames
that are the previous time in the same camera and the same
time in the previous camera. The access point tries to encode
the subsequent video frame using each encoded video frame
and calculate the distortion of video encoding. The access
point decides the reference video frame of the subsequent
video frame from two encoded video frames. The reference
video frame achieves the lowest distortion of video encod-
ing. After the video encoding of all video frames in one
GGOP, the access point obtains bit streams of each video
frame.
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Fig. 2 Prediction structure where the requested camera ID is {1, 2, 3}.

3.4 Significance Prediction

After video encoding, the access point predicts the signif-
icance of each video frame. To predict the significance,
the present paper proposes subcarrier-gain based multi-view
rate distortion. The subcarrier-gain based multi-view rate
distortion predicts the effect of each video frame on video
quality when the communication of the video frame is
failed. The access point maintains high video quality under
different channel gains of subcarriers by means of calculat-
ing the minimum multi-view rate distortion as

arg min
P

DGGOP(P) (1)

where DGGOP is the proposed multi-view rate distortion in
one GGOP, P is Ncamera × NGOP matrix of success rate. The
minimum multi-view rate distortion reveals which video
frames should be transmitted by the high channel gain sub-
carriers to maintain high video quality. Ncamera and NGOP
denote the number of requested cameras and the length of
each GOP, respectively.
Assumption: The number of video frames in one GGOP is
smaller than the number of subcarriers in OFDM. In wire-
less video transmission, distortion induced by the error of
the frame itself occurs in video frames due to communi-
cation errors, including channel fading, interference, and
noise. Specifically, even when one bit error occurs in the
encoded bit stream of one video frame, a user node decodes
the video frame incorrectly and experiences the distortion.
Even when one bit error occurs in the encoded bit stream,
SMVS/SA regards the video frame as loss. Since every bit
error regards as the frame loss, our model indirectly includes
the distortion in the frame loss. The reason of regarding one
bit error as whole frame loss is that even one bit error in-
duces “cliff effect” [24] in the corresponding video frame.
Cliff effect is the phenomenon that one bit error causes the
collapse of the whole frame decoding because current video
compression includes entropy encoding. At the user node,
SMVS/SA assumes that a proper error concealment opera-

tion is performed on lost video frames. The error conceal-
ment operation resorts to either temporal or inter-camera
concealment. SMVS/SA performs the error concealment
operation for a video frame when errors occur in bits of the
video frame. Consequently, the success rate is equivalent to
the video frame success rate.
Definition: Let DGGOP(P) be the overall subcarrier-gain
based multi-view rate distortion in one GGOP at the user
node. DGGOP(P) is defined as network-induced distortion,
denoted by Dnetwork(P, s, t). They are expressed as:

DGGOP(P) =

Ncamera∑
s=1

NGOP∑
t=1

Dnetwork(P, s, t) (2)

Dnetwork(P, s, t) = p(s, t)·Dencoding(s, t)+(1−p(s, t))·Dloss(s, t)
(3)

Dencoding(s, t) = E{[Fi(s, t) − F̂i(s, t)]2} (4)

where Dencoding(s, t) is the encoding-induced distortion,
Fi(s, t) is the original value of pixel i in M(s, t), F̂i(s, t) is
the reconstructed values of pixel i in M(s, t) at the access
point, and p(s, t) ∈ P is the success rate for the frame at
camera s and time t. The value of p(s, t) is based on the
channel gain of a subcarrier. Moreover, E{·} denotes the ex-
pectation taken over all the pixels in frame M(s, t). M(s, t)
denotes the frame at camera s and time t.

As can be seen from equation (4), encoding-induced
distortion refers to the Mean Square Error (MSE) between
the original frame and the reconstructed video frame at the
access point. The network-induced distortion consists of
the distortion when communication is successful and failed.
Dloss(s, t) denotes the distortion when the communication
is failed. When the communication of the video frame
is successful, the received bit stream is error-free because
SMVS/SA regards every bit error as the frame loss. There-
fore, the distortion of the received frame is only encoding.

On the other hand, Dloss(s, t) is expressed as:

Dloss(s, t) = E{[F̂i(s, t) − F̆i(s, t)]2} + Dprevious (5)

where F̆i(s, t) is expressed according to the reference video
frame as:

F̆i(s, t) =

F̂conceal(i)(s − 1, t) if F̂conceal(i) ∈ M(s − 1, t).
F̂conceal(i)(s, t − 1) else.

(6)

where conceal(i) is the index of the matching pixel in the
reference video frame for error concealment operation [31].
Dprevious(s, t) is based on a reference video frame of M(s, t)
for the error concealment operation. When M(s, t) exploits
a video frame at the previous time in the same camera as the
reference video frame, Dprevious(s, t) is expressed as:

Dprevious(s, t) = Dnetwork(P, s, t − 1) (7)
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When M(s, t) exploits a video frame at the same
time in the previous camera as the reference video frame,
Dprevious(s, t) is expressed as:

Dprevious(s, t) = Dnetwork(P, s − 1, t) (8)

3.5 Heuristic Calculation

The minimum subcarrier-gain based multi-view rate dis-
tortion reveals which video frames should be transmitted
by the high channel gain subcarriers to achieve the high-
est video quality. However, the computational complex-
ity of the multi-view rate distortion is high. Specifically,
an access point needs to calculate the minimum network-
induced distortion, which is equation (2), from all combina-
tions of the subcarriers and the video frames in one GGOP.
As the result, the computational complexity of equation (2)
is O{(Ncamera · NGOP)!}. To reduce the computational com-
plexity, SMVS/SA proposes two heuristic algorithms: 1)
First Allocation and 2) Concentric Allocation. These heuris-
tics focus on the feature of the multi-view video coding
technique: the video quality of a subsequent video frame
suddenly degrades when the reference video frame is lost.
Therefore, the heuristics first allocate a high channel gain
subcarrier for early reference video frames to maintain video
quality of subsequent video frames.

3.5.1 First Allocation

First Allocation allocates high channel gain subcarriers for
early video frames of requested cameras. An access point
selects video frames of all cameras at beginning time and
the same number m of high success rate pm from Psubcarriers.
Psubcarriers is a set of success rate in each subcarrier. The suc-
cess rate is calculated by the channel gain of the subcarrier.
The access point calculates the sum of proposed multi-view
distortion of the video frames using each pm from equation
(3). The access point decides the best allocation between
the selected video frames and pm. The best allocation is the
same meaning as the achievement of minimum multi-view
rate distortion. The access point sets each pm to P, which
is the same frame indexes of the allocated video frame, and
removes each pm from Psubcarriers. The access point selects
video frames of all cameras at the next time and the same
number m of high success rate pm from Psubcarriers. The ac-
cess point also calculates the sum of proposed multi-view
distortion of each video frame using each pm from equation
(3). The access point decides the best allocation between
the video frames and pm. The access point repeats the same
operation over one GOP. As the results, First Allocation re-
duces the computation to O(NGOP · Ncamera!).

For example, we assume that an access point encodes
multi-view video in one GGOP as shown in Fig. 2 and the
number of subcarriers is the same number of the encoded
video frames. The access point first selects one I-frame and
two P-frames in M(1, 1), M(2, 1), and M(3, 1). The access
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Fig. 3 One of examples in Concentric Allocation.

point also selects three high success rate p1, p2, and p3 from
Psubcarriers. The access point calculates the sum of multi-
view rate distortion of the selected I-frame and P-frames
using p1 to p3 from equation (3). This example assumes
that the combinations of I-frame in M(1, 1) and p1, P-frame
in M(2, 1) and p2, and P-frame in M(3, 1) and p3 achieve
the lowest multi-view rate distortion. The access point sets
p1 to P(1, 1), p2 to P(2, 1), and p3 to P(3, 1).

Next, the access point selects P-frames in M(1, 2),
M(2, 2), and M(3, 2). The access point also selects three
high success rate p4, p5, and p6 from Psubcarriers. After the
selection, the access point calculates the sum of multi-view
rate distortion of each P-frame using p4, p5, and p6 from
equation (3) to decide the best allocation between the video
frames and the subcarriers. After the calculation, the access
point sets p4, p5, and p6 to P based on the best allocation.
The access point repeats the above algorithm for all video
frames in one GGOP.

3.5.2 Concentric Allocation

Concentric Allocation allocates high channel gain subcar-
riers for neighbor video frames of an initial camera in re-
quested cameras. Figure 3 shows the one of examples in
Concentric Allocation. We assumes that the number of cam-
eras is smaller than the length of one GOP. The numbers lo-
cated on the left side at each frame represent the operation
order in the Concentric Allocation. An access point selects
I-frame and the highest success rate p from Psubcarriers. The
access point sets p to P(s, t), which s and t are the same
frame indexes of I-frame, and removes p from Psubcarriers.
Next, the access point selects n P-frames of the I-frame’s
neighborhood and the same number of high success rate
pn from Psubcarriers. The access point calculates the sum of
proposed multi-view distortion of each P-frame using each
pn from equation (3), and decides the best allocation be-
tween the selected P-frames and pn. The access point sets
each pn to P, which is the same frame indexes of the allo-
cated P-frame, and removes each pn from Psubcarriers. The
access point selects n P-frames of the previously selected
P-frames’ neighborhood and the same number of high suc-
cess rate pn from Psubcarriers, and repeats the above opera-
tion. When the number of selected frames is approach to
the number of cameras, the access point repeatedly selects
the same number of frames and subcarriers, and decides
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the best combination. The number of repetitions is almost
close to NGOP − Ncamera. As the results, the computation re-
duces to O{(NGOP − Ncamera) · (Ncamera!)}. Even when the
number of cameras is greater than the length of one GOP,
the operation is just inverted and the computation becomes
O{(Ncamera − NGOP) · (NGOP!)}. Note that when the number
of cameras is the same as the length of one GOP, the com-
putation is O(NGOP!) or O(Ncamera!) because the number of
repetition is only one.

We assume the same prediction structure and the num-
ber of subcarriers in Sec. 3.5.1. The access point first se-
lects the I-frame in M(1, 1), and the highest success rate p1
from Psubcarriers. The access point sets p1 to P(1, 1). Con-
tinuously, the access point selects P-frames in M(1, 2) and
M(2, 1). These P-frames are the I-frame’s neighborhood.
The access point also selects three high success rate p2 and
p3 from Psubcarriers. The access point calculates the sum of
multi-view rate distortion of each P-frame using p2 and p3
from equation (3). This example assumes that the combina-
tions of P-frame in M(1, 2) and p3, and P-frame in M(2, 1)
and p2 achieve the lowest distortion. The access point sets
p2 to P(2, 1) and p3 to P(1, 2).

Next, the access point selects P-frames in M(1, 3),
M(2, 2), and M(3, 1). These P-frames are the previously se-
lected P-frame’s neighborhood. The access point also se-
lects three high success rate p4, p5, and p6 in Psubcarriers. The
access point decides the best allocation between the selected
three P-frames and subcarriers from equation (3). The ac-
cess point repeats the above algorithm for the rest of video
frames in one GGOP.

3.6 Sorting and Video Transmission

After the significance prediction, an access point allocates
bit streams of each video frame to subcarriers based on the
prediction. Continuously, the access point transmits the bit
streams to a user node over a wireless network by OFDM.
The bit streams in each subcarrier are modulated equally,
using BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, or 64 QAM, with 1, 2, 4 or
6 bits per symbol, respectively. The modulated symbols in
each subcarrier are modulated by one OFDM symbol. The
access point inserts up to 44 OFDM symbols into one video
packet and transmits the video packets to the user node.
Note that the access point allocates bit streams with different
lengths to subcarriers. The bit streams with different lengths
induce different transmission completion time among sub-
carriers and low subcarrier utilization. To improve the uti-
lization, the access point reallocates bit streams in low chan-
nel gain subcarrier to high channel gain subcarrier when the
transmission in high channel gain subcarrier is finished.

After the packet transmission, the access point trans-
mits an EoG (End of Group of Pictures) packet to the user
node. When the user node receives the EoG packet, the user
node transmits the next request packet to the access point.

3.7 Video Decoding

When a user node receives an EoG packet, the user node
starts demodulation and multi-view video decoding for re-
ceived video packets. The demodulator converts each sub-
carrier’s symbols into the bits of each bit stream from con-
stellations of several different modulations (BPSK, QPSK,
16 QAM, 64 QAM). The access point assembles the demod-
ulated bit streams in respective subcarriers. The subcarrier-
based assembled bit streams are equivalent to the bit streams
of each video frame. Next, the user node decodes the
subcarrier-based assembled bit streams using the standard
H.264/AVC MVC decoder. If bit streams in a video frame
have errors, the user node exploits error concealment opera-
tion. After the decoding, the user node creates 3D video us-
ing the decoded video frames of multiple cameras. Finally,
the user node plays back 3D video on display.

4. Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Settings

To evaluate the performance of SMVS/SA, we implemented
the SMVS/SA encoder/decoder on a multi-view video en-
coder based on MATLAB video encoder [32]. The eval-
uation uses multi-view video test sequences with different
characteristics: “Ballroom” (faster motion), “Exit” (little
motion), and “Vassar” (very little motion). The size of the
video frames was 144 × 176 pixels for all evaluations. The
test sequence was provided by Mitsubishi Electric Research
Laboratories (MERL) [33], which are recommended by the
Joint Video Team (JVT) as standard test sequences to eval-
uate the performance of multi-view video. The number of
cameras was eight. The video frames of each camera were
encoded at a frame rate of 15 [fps]. The GOP length of video
sequence was set to eight frames. We used 250 frames per
sequence for all of the evaluations. Quantization parameter
value for “Ballroom” used in our experiments was 25.

The evaluation assumes that one access point and one
user node were connected by a wireless network with sub-
carriers. The user node transmitted a request packet to the
access point. The request packet includes requested camera
IDs. The access point sent back the requested multi-view
video in one GGOP to the user node by OFDM. The number
of subcarriers was the same as the number of video frames
in one GGOP. The evaluation assumed that request packet
and bit streams of encoded I-frame are received error-free
because these data were transmitted in the highest channel
gain subcarrier.

We used the standard peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) metric to evaluate multi-view video quality in one
GGOP. PSNRGGOP represents the average video quality of
multi-view video in one GGOP as follows:

PSNRGGOP = 10log10
(2L − 1)HNcameraNGOPW

DGGOP
(9)
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where DGGOP is the predicted or measured multi-view rate
distortion in one GGOP, H and W are the height and width
of a video frame, respectively. Moreover, L is the number
of bits used to encode pixel luminance, typically eight bits.
Measured DGGOP means the observed distortion at the user
node. The measured DGGOP is used to evaluate video qual-
ity in each reference scheme. Predicted DGGOP means the
estimated distortion at the access point using equation (2).
Figure 9 shows the differences between the predicted DGGOP
and the measured DGGOP.

4.2 Baseline Performance

To evaluate the baseline performance of the proposed
SMVS/SA, we compared the video quality and communi-
cation delay of three encoding/decoding schemes: ALL for
EACH, Retransmission, and SMVS/SA.
1) ALL for EACH: ALL for EACH encodes multi-view
video exploiting the time and inter-view domain correlation
of video frames. The access point uses ALL subcarriers to
transmit EACH encoded video frame. ALL for EACH is a
baseline for performance with the simplest scheme of multi-
view video streaming over a wireless network with subcar-
riers.
2) Retransmission: Retransmission also transmits each en-
coded video frame using all subcarriers. When errors oc-
curred in a video frame, an access point retransmits the
video frame using all subcarriers. Retransmission is a base-
line for performance with the scheme of preventing multi-
view error propagation.
3) SMVS/SA: As shown in Section 3, SMVS/SA is the pro-
posed approach. SMVS/SA allocates each encoded video
frame to subcarriers using the proposed First Allocation.
After the allocation, an access point transmits the video
frames over a wireless network based on the allocation.
Maintenance of High Video Quality: We compared video
quality to evaluate the maintenance of high video quality for
the three encoding/decoding schemes described in Section
4.2.

We implemented the three encoding/decoding schemes
on a multi-view video encoder and decoder. The multi-
view video decoder first transmits a request packet to the
multi-view video encoder. The multi-view video encoder
encoded the requested multi-view video sequence and allo-
cated the encoded bit streams to subcarriers based on each
encoding/decoding scheme. The error rate of each subcar-
rier was a random rate between 0 and pmax [%], which is
the maximum error rate. After the allocation, the multi-
view video encoder transmitted the bit streams by OFDM.
When an error occurred in subcarrier communication, the
multi-view video decoder exploited error concealment op-
eration to compensate the error. When the multi-view video
decoder received all video frames in one GGOP, the multi-
view video decoder measured the video quality. We per-
formed one thousand evaluations and obtained the average
video quality.

Figure 4 shows the video quality as a function of max-

imum error rate, where the GOP length is eight [frames],
the number of cameras is six, and video sequence is “Ball-
room”. Figure 4 shows the following:

1) SMVS/SA achieves higher video quality than ALL for
EACH when the maximum error rate increases. For ex-
ample, SMVS/SA improves video quality by 6.7 [dB]
compared to ALL for EACH, when the maximum error
rate is 10 [%]. SMVS/SA transmits significant video
frames in high channel gain subcarriers to minimize the
effect of multi-view error propagation.

2) ALL for EACH has the lowest video quality of three
encoding/decoding schemes. This is because ALL
for EACH transmits a video frame over wireless net-
works using all subcarriers. If an error occurs in sub-
carrier communication, the video frame is lost even
when the other subcarrier communication is success-
ful. The frame loss induces multi-view error propaga-
tion among cameras and low video quality.

3) Retransmission achieves the highest video quality in
other encoding/decoding schemes. Even when errors
occur in transmitted video frames, a video encoder re-
transmits the video frames until a user node receives
the video frames successfully. Therefore, the user node
decodes the video frames without errors.

Suppression of Communication Delay: We compared
communication delay between an access point and a user
node to evaluate the suppression of communication delay
for the three encoding/decoding schemes described in Sec-
tion 4.2.

A user node transmitted a request packet for one GGOP
to an access point. The access point sent back video frames
in one GGOP based on the request packet by OFDM. When
the user node successfully received the video frames, the
user node calculated communication delay of the received
video frames. If the user node detected errors in the video
frames, the user node did not transmit the next request
packet. In this case, the access point retransmitted the video
frames to the user node. After the user node received video
frames of all GGOP, the user node calculated communica-
tion delay. We performed one million evaluations and ob-
tained the average communication delay.

We assumed that the bandwidth of wireless networks
was 20 [MHz] and the access point modulated bit streams
in each subcarrier by 16 QAM. The duration of one OFDM
symbol was 4 [µs] and the guard interval was 800 [ns]. The
number of subcarriers is 48. These settings were based on
IEEE 802.11a.

Figure 5 shows the communication delay as a func-
tion of video quality, where the GOP size is eight [frames],
the number of cameras is six, and video sequence is “Ball-
room”. Figure 5 shows the following:

1) As the maximum error rate increases, SMVS/SA
achieves lower communication delay than Retransmis-
sion. For example, SMVS/SA reduces communica-
tion delay by 41.3 [%] compared to Retransmission,
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Fig. 5 Communication delay vs. maximum error rate.

when the maximum error rate is 5 [%]. This is be-
cause SMVS/SA maintains high video quality with-
out retransmission by transmitting significance video
frames over high channel gain subcarriers.

2) As the maximum error rate increases, the communica-
tion delay of Retransmission increases rapidly. To re-
ceive video frames without errors at a user node, a
video encoder retransmits the video frames repeatedly.
The retransmission increases communication delay be-
cause the retransmitted video frames have high traffic.

3) ALL for EACH achieves the lowest communication de-
lay even when the maximum error rate increases. This
is because ALL for EACH transmits each video frame
by all subcarriers.

4.3 Effect of Different Subcarrier Allocation

Section 4.2 revealed the baseline performance of SMVS/SA
using First Allocation. To evaluate the performance of
SMVS/SA in more details, we compared video quality and
computational complexity for four subcarrier allocation:
Brute Force, Random, First Allocation, and Concentric Al-
location.
1) Brute Force: Brute force is the upper bound of video
quality for multi-view video streaming over a wireless net-
work with subcarriers. Brute force calculates video qual-
ity from all combinations of the subcarriers and the video
frames in one GGOP and selects the best combination.
2) Random: Random is the simplest method of subcarrier
allocation. A video encoder allocates each encoded video
frame to subcarriers randomly.
3) First Allocation: First Allocation is our proposed heuris-
tic allocation described in Section 3.5.1.
4) Concentric Allocation: Concentric Allocation is also
our proposed heuristic allocation described in Section 3.5.2.
Video Quality: We first compared the video quality of the
proposed SMVS/SA for four subcarrier allocation described
in Section 4.3.

As in the evaluation in Section 4.2, we implemented

SMVS/SA with different subcarrier allocation on MATLAB
video encoder and decoder. We performed one thousand
evaluations and obtained the average video quality.

Figure 6 shows the video quality as a function of max-
imum error rate, where the GOP length is eight [frames],
the number of cameras is six, and video sequence is “Ball-
room”. Figure 6 shows the following:

1) Even when the maximum error rate increases, the video
quality of First Allocation approaches that of brute
force. For example, the difference of video quality be-
tween First Allocation and brute force is up to 0.57
[dB] when the maximum error rate is 10 [%]. First
Allocation achieves high video quality without the cal-
culation of all combinations of subcarriers and video
frames.

2) The video quality of Concentric Allocation is lower than
that of First Allocation. Concentric Allocation concen-
trically allocates high channel gain subcarriers to the
neighbor video frames of an initial camera. When a
video encoder allocates subcarriers to anchor frames
of other cameras, Concentric Allocation allocates low
channel gain subcarriers to the anchor frames as the
distance between the initial camera and a camera in-
creases. The high error rate of anchor frames induces
lower video quality than First Allocation.

Computational Complexity: To evaluate the overhead of
each subcarrier allocation, we compared the computational
complexity of the proposed subcarrier-gain based multi-
view rate distortion for four subcarrier allocation.

An access point encoded a multi-view video sequence
and calculated the proposed multi-view rate distortion by
the four subcarrier allocation. We measured the number of
the calculations of the network-induced distortion, which is
equation (2), per one GGOP as computational complexity.

Figure 7 shows the computational complexity per one
GGOP as a function of the number of requested cameras,
where the GOP length is eight [frames]. Figure 7 shows the
following:
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1) As the number of requested cameras increases, First and
Concentric Allocation reduce the computation of sig-
nificance prediction. The proposed heuristic calcu-
lation decides sub-optimal allocation between video
frames and subcarriers for maintenance of high video
quality with low overheads.

2) As the number of requested cameras increases, the com-
putation of brute force calculation increases exponen-
tially. The brute force calculation decides the best allo-
cation between video frames and subcarriers to achieve
the highest video quality. However, the enormous com-
putation induces high overheads for significance pre-
diction.

Next, we compared the computational complexity of
Random, First Allocation, and Concentric Allocation in
more details. We assumed that the number of requested
cameras in this evaluation was up to 16. Note that the orig-
inal test sequence consisted of eight cameras. To evaluate
computational complexity in more than eight cameras, we
copied the original test sequence in order.

Figure 8 shows the computational complexity per one

GGOP for the three subcarrier allocation as a function of
the number of requested cameras, where the GOP length is
eight [frames]. Figure 8 shows the following:

1) The computational complexity of Concentric Allocation
is lower than First Allocation. Concentric Allocation
handles a small number of combinations between video
frames and subcarriers at each calculation. Concen-
tric Allocation reduces overheads for decision of sub-
optimal allocation between video frames and subcarri-
ers compared to First Allocation even when the number
of requested cameras increases.

2) When the number of requested cameras is more than the
GOP length, the computational complexity of Concen-
tric Allocation approaches O(NGOP!). Concentric Allo-
cation concentrically calculates multi-view rate distor-
tion from the first video frame of an initial camera. Af-
ter Concentric Allocation calculated the rate distortion
for the last video frame in the initial camera, Concen-
tric Allocation selects NGOP video frames of other cam-
eras and the same number of high channel gain sub-
carriers. Concentric Allocation repeatedly calculates
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the rate distortion for NGOP video frames until Concen-
tric Allocation calculates the rate distortion for the first
video frame of the edge camera.

3) As the number of requested cameras increases, the com-
putation of First Allocation increases exponentially.
First Allocation calculates network-induced distortion
for video frames of all requested cameras at each time.
When the number of cameras is large, First Allocation
needs to handle a large number of combinations be-
tween video frames and subcarriers at each time.

4) Random achieves the lowest computational complexity
in other subcarrier allocation. Random allocates sub-
carriers to video frames regardless of the channel gain
of subcarriers and the significance of video frames.

4.4 Significance Prediction Accuracy

We evaluated the accuracy of the proposed significance pre-
diction. If the accuracy is low, an access point incorrectly
allocates video frames to high-low channel gain subcarri-
ers. As the result, the video quality of a multi-view video
sequence will degrade.

An access point predicted the quality of video frames
in one GGOP by the proposed subcarrier-gain based multi-
view rate distortion. The access point calculated the pro-
posed multi-view rate distortion based on the error rate of
each subcarrier. To decide the error rate, the access point
generated a random rate between 0 and pmax [%] for each
subcarrier. After the calculation, the access point allocated
video frames to subcarriers based on the prediction and
transmitted the video frames to a user node. Errors occurred
in the video frames during the communication based on the
error rate of each subcarrier. When the user node received
the video frames, the user node measured actual video qual-
ity in one GGOP. We performed one thousand evaluations
and obtained the average video quality.

Figure 9 shows the predicted and measured PSNR of
First and Concentric Allocation as a function of the maxi-
mum error rate where the GOP length is eight [frames] and
the number of cameras is six, and video sequence is “Ball-
room”. Figure 9 shows the following:

1) When error rate is low, the differences between predicted
and measured PSNR of heuristics are small. When the
maximum packet loss ratio is 1 [%], the differences be-
tween the predicted and measured PSNR in First Allo-
cation are up to 0.39 [dB]. An access point is able to
predict each video frame quality accurately based on
the channel gains of each subcarrier.

2) As the maximum error rate increases, the differences be-
tween predicted and measured PSNR become larger.
When the the maximum packet loss ratio is 10 [%], the
differences between the predicted and measured PSNR
in First Allocation are 1.67 [dB] (95 [%] confidence in-
terval, 1.47-1.87 [dB]). As the maximum error rate in-
creases, a video decoder exploits an early video frame
for error concealment operation when a video frame is
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Fig. 10 Improvement of PSNR from ALL for EACH vs. maximum error
rate for different video sequences.

lost. On the other hand, an access point predicts the
significance of a video frame using error rate and the
previous time/camera video frame. The distortion be-
tween the lost video frame and the early video frame is
significantly larger than the distortion between the lost
video frame and the previous time video frame. The
large distortion induces the large differences between
predicted and measured PSNR.

4.5 Effect of Different Video Sequences

Section 4.2 and 4.3 revealed the performance of SMVS/SA
using the Ballroom video sequence. However, the perfor-
mance may change when user requests different scenes. To
evaluate the effect of multi-view video contents on video
quality, we compared video quality for different video se-
quences.

As in the evaluation in Section 4.2, we implemented
ALL for EACH and First Allocation on MATLAB video
encoder and decoder. The only difference from the evalu-
ation in Section 4.2 is that the encoder encodes the video
frames of “Exit” and “Vassar”. After the evaluation, we
compared the video quality of First Allocation to that of
ALL for EACH.

Figure 10 shows the improvement of video quality
from ALL for EACH as a function of maximum error rate
for different video sequences, where the GOP length is eight
[frames] and the number of cameras is six. Figure 10 shows
the following:

1) SMVS/SA maintains high video quality independent of
the video sequence. Note that the degree of improve-
ment varies with the motion of the video sequence.
For example, First Allocation improves video quality
by 6.3 [dB] compared to ALL for EACH for “Exit”
when the maximum error rate is 10 [%] and video se-
quence is “Exit”. If a video frame is loss, a user node
exploits previously received video frames for error con-
cealment. When a video sequence is fast motion, dis-
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tortion between the lost and the received video frames
is large. The large distortion induces low video quality.

2) First Allocation improves video quality by 2.8 [dB] com-
pared to ALL for EACH for “Vassar” when the maxi-
mum error rate is 10 [%]. Vassar is less motion and
the distortion between the lost and the received video
frames is small. Therefore, the improvement of video
quality becomes lower even when the maximum error
rate increases.

4.6 Trace-driven Simulation

Section 4.2 and 4.3 discussed the performance of SMVS/SA
with the random error rate of each subcarrier. This section
evaluates the performance of SMVS/SA in a real wireless
network. We compared video quality for five schemes using
a trace-driven simulator based on MATLAB video encoder:
ALL for EACH, Random, Brute force, First Allocation, and
Concentric Allocation.

We traced the channel quality of IEEE 802.11a OFDM
link for the trace-driven simulator. To trace the OFDM link,
we used two GNU Radio/USRP N200 transceivers [34] with
XCVR 2450 RF frond-ends [35] and control PCs as shown
in Fig. 11. The USRP N200 is a software radio that al-
lows the channel trace of each subcarrier. When coupled
with XCVR 2450 radio front-ends, the USRP allows chan-
nel trace at 5.11 [GHz]. To trace the channel quality of each
subcarrier by USRP N200, we run a program based on Ra-

wOFDM [36].
We built our channel trace environment at our labora-

tory in Shizuoka University, Japan. The two USRP N200
transceivers and PCs are placed at one room as shown in Fig.
12. Each USRP N200 connected GPSDO Kit [37] to syn-
chronize between the two USRPs. All channel traces were
conducted in the 5.11 [GHz] test experiment band with 2
[MHz] bandwidth, which is licensed by Ministry of Inter-
nal Affairs and Communications, Japan. The transmission
power of the USRP N200 with XCVR 2450 is about −8.36
[dBm]. Each USRP N200 and PC are connected by wire
as an access point and a user node, respectively. The ac-
cess point transmits modulated symbols to the user node
over subcarriers every 4 [µs]. The access point exploited
16 QAM for modulation and 48 subcarriers. The user node
recorded the bit errors of each subcarrier’s symbols for one
minute.

An access point allocates encoded video frames to sub-
carriers based on the recorded bit errors in each subcarrier.
After the allocation, the access point modulated the video
frames in each subcarrier using 16 QAM with 4 bits per
symbol. The access point transmitted the modulated sym-
bols by OFDM to a user node. The transmitted symbols in
each subcarrier are lost based on the recorded bit errors in
each subcarrier. Specifically, the maximum error rate of the
subcarriers is approximately 10 [%]. When the user node re-
ceived the symbols of a video frame and bit errors occurred
in the symbols, the user node regarded the video frame as the
lost video frame. The user node exploited error concealment
operation for the video frame. When the user node received
all video frames in one GGOP, the user node measured the
video quality of the received video frames.

Figure 13 shows the video quality of each scheme,
where the GOP length is eight [frames] and the number of
cameras is six, and video sequence is “Ballroom”. Figure
13 shows the following:

1) First Allocation achieves higher video quality than other
encoding/decoding schemes in a real wireless network.
For example, First Allocation improves video quality
by 2.7 [dB] compared to ALL for EACH and 2.2 [dB]
compared to Random. First Allocation minimizes the
effect of the high error rate subcarriers by allocating
significant video frames to other low error rate subcar-
riers.

2) Each encoding/decoding scheme achieves higher video
quality compared to the results in Section 4.2 and 4.3.
This is because errors do not occur in the half of sub-
carriers and a user node receives more video frames
compared to the above evaluations.

5. Conclusion

The present paper proposes SMVS/SA for multi-view
video streaming over a wireless network with subcarriers.
SMVS/SA maintains high video quality by transmitting
significant video frames in high channel gain subcarriers.
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SMVS/SA has two contributions. The first one is subcarrier-
gain based multi-view rate distortion to predict each frame’s
significance. The second one is heuristic algorithms to de-
cide sub-optimal allocation between video frames and sub-
carriers with low overheads. Evaluations using MATLAB
video encoder and USRP N200 software radio reveal that
SMVS/SA enables a small degradation in video quality in a
real wireless network.

In the future work, we will examine the effect of the
number of subcarriers on the performance of SMVS/SA.
Evaluations assume the number of subcarriers is the same
number of video frames in 1 GGOP. We will also extend
the proposal to multiple user environments to provide multi-
view video services to mobile devices efficiently.
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